In this paper two recursive constructions for optimal optical orthogonal codes are presented by means of incomplete di erence matrices and perfect cyclic di erence packings. These improve the known existence results concerning optimal (v; 4; 1)-OOCs.
Introduction
Let v; k; 1 ; 2 be positive integers. A (v; k; 1 ; 2 ) optical orthogonal code (brie y (v; k; 1 ; 2 )-OOC), C, is a family of (0; 1)-sequences (called codewords) of length v and weight k satisfying the following two properties (all subscripts are reduced modulo v):
(1) 06t6v−1 x t x t+i 6 1 for any x =(x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x v−1 ) ∈C and any integer i ≡0(mod v) (the auto-correlation property); (2) 06t6v−1 x t y t+i 6 2 for any x =(x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x v−1 ) ∈C, y =(y 0 ; y 1 ; : : : ; y v−1 ) ∈C with x =y, and any integer i (the cross-correlation property).
The study of optical orthogonal codes was ÿrst motivated by an application in a ÿber optic code-division multiple access channel which requires binary sequences with good correlation properties. Recent work has also been done on using optical orthogonal codes for multimedia transmission in ÿber-optic LANs. The reader may refer to [3, 7, [13] [14] [15] for details.
Research on OOCs has mainly concentrated on the case 1 = 2 = in the literature. In this case, the notation for the code is abbreviated to (v; k; )-OOC. We will be concerned about the existence of a (v; k; 1)-OOC. A (v; k; 1)-OOC is optimal if it contains (v − 1)=k(k − 1) codewords. It has been showed in [3] that an optimal (v; 3; 1)-OOC exists if and only if v =6t + 2 with t ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4). For k¿4 the existence problem for an optimal (v; k; 1)-OOC is far from settled.
Optimal OOCs are closely related to combinatorial designs. In [16] , the notation CP(k; 1; v) was used to denote a cyclic di erence packing with order v, block size k and index = 1, each of its block orbits containing v blocks. A convenient way of viewing such a packing is from a di erence family perspective. A CP(k; 1; v) can be thought of as a family B ={B 1 ; B 2 ; : : : ; B t } of t k-subsets (called base blocks, or starter blocks) of Z v , where B i ={b i1 ; b i2 ; : : : ; b ik }, 16i6t, such that the setwise stabilizer G Bi = {0} for each B i , and the di erences in B, (B) = {b ij − b is : 16i6t; j =s; 16j; s6k}, cover each non-zero residue of integers modulo v at most once. The di erence leave of B, denoted by DL(B), is deÿned to be the set of all non-zero integers in Z v which are not covered by the di erences generated by B, i.e., (B). For some value of v, the di erences arising from the base blocks of such a cyclic di erence packing may cover each non-zero residue of integers modulo v exactly once, in which case the cyclic di erence packing is known as a cyclic balanced incomplete block design with parameters v, k, and = 1, denoted by CB(k; 1; v). A CP(k; 1; v) is termed g-regular if the subset Z v \ (B) forms an additive subgroup of Z v having order g. It is obvious that
The following results are presented in [16] . . Suppose that both a g-regular CP(k; 1; v) and an optimal CP(k; 1; g) exist. Then an optimal CP(k; 1; v) also exists. Moreover, if the given CP(k; 1; g) is r-regular, then so is the derived CP(k; 1; v).
In order to construct optimal (v; k; 1)-OOC, we only need to construct the corresponding optimal CP(k; 1; v). One then expects that many of the constructions in design theory can be used to obtain optimal OOCs. Indeed this is true (see, for example, [2, [7] [8] [9] 16] ). In this paper we present two more combinatorial constructions for OOCs by using the new concepts of an incomplete di erence matrix over Z v and a perfect cyclic di erence packing. Inÿnitely many new optimal (v; 4; 1)-OOCs are thus produced.
Recursive constructions
In this section, we will give two recursive constructions for g-regular CP(k; 1; v) by using incomplete di erence matrices over Z v . We ÿrst introduce the concept of an h-regular incomplete di erence matrix as follows.
Let (G; ·) be a ÿnite group of order v and H a subgroup of order h in
, with entries from G, such that for any 06i¡j6k − 1, the multi-set
contains every element of G\H exactly times. When G is an abelian group, typically additive notation is used, so that the di erences d il − d jl are employed. In what follows, we assume that G = Z v , and H is a subgroup of order h in Z v . Then H ={i · v=h: 06i6h − 1}. We usually denote an H -regular (v; k; )-incomplete di erence matrix over Z v by h-regular ICDM(k; ; v) if |H |=h. When H = ∅ or h =0, an H -regular (v; k; )-incomplete di erence matrix over Z v is termed as CDM(k; ; v). When = 1, write h-regular ICDM(k; 1; v) (or CDM(k; 1; v)) brie y as h-regular ICDM(k; v) (or CDM(k; v), respectively). (1) a g-regular CP(k; 1; v); (2) an h-regular ICDM(k; m); (3) a gh-regular CP(k; 1; hv) (or a gh-regular CP(k; 1; gm), respectively).
Then there exists a gm-regular CP(k; 1; mv) (or an hv-regular CP(k; 1; mv), respectively). Let G = Z v ×Z m , H 1 =U ×Z m and H 2 = Z v ×H . Since gcd(m; v)=1, G is isomorphic to Z mv . Similarly, H 1 ∼ = Z gm and H 2 ∼ = Z hv . By the assumption (3), let C be the family of starter blocks of a gh-regular CP(k; 1; hv) (or a gh-regular CP(k; 1; gm), respectively) in H 2 (or H 1 , respectively) whose di erence leave plus the singleton {(0; 0)} is U ×H . Next, construct a gm-regular CP(k; 1; mv) (or an hv-regular CP(k; 1; mv), respectively) in G so that its di erence leave plus the singleton {(0; 0)} is H 1 (or H 2 , respectively), as follows:
For each starter block B ={b 0 ; b 1 ; : : : ; b k−1 }∈F, we deÿne m − h starter blocks
for j =1; : : : ; m−h, where the additive operation is performed in G. It is readily checked that di erences arising from the starter blocks {B j : B ∈F; 16j6v − h}∪C cover each element in G\H 1 (or G\H 2 , respectively) exactly once. Proof. Suppose that A ={A i ={0; x 1i ; x 2i ; : : : ; x k−1; i }: i =1; 2; : : : ; t} is a g-regular PCP (k; 1; v). Let B = {B j ={0; a 1j +b 1j ·v; a 2j +b 2j ·v; : : : ; a k−1; j +b k−1; j ·v}: j =1; 2; : : : ; s} be a gh-regular h-PCP(k; 1; vh), where a 1j ; a 2j ; : : : ; a k−1; j ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v=2 }\{0; v=g; 2v=g; : : : ; (g − 1)v=g}, and b 1j ; b 2j ; : : : ; b k−1; j ∈{0; 1; : : : ; h − 1} for 16j6s.
Let D =(d ij ) be an h-regular ICDM(k; m) where d ij ∈Z m for 06i6k − 1 and 16j6m − h such that the multi-set {d il − d jl : 16l6m − h} = Z m \{0; m=h; 2m=h; : : : ; (h − 1)m=h}. Now the desired gm-regular CP(k; 1; mv) will be based on Z mv whose difference leave plus the singleton {0} forms the subgroup H = {i+jv : i =0; v=g; 2v=g; : : : ; (g − 1)v=g; j =0; 1; : : : ; m− 1}. The required starter blocks come from the following two parts:
Part 1: For each starter block A i ={0; x 1i ; x 2i ; : : : ; x k−1; i }∈A we take m − h starter blocks
for l =1; : : : ; m − h, where the additive operation is performed in Z mv . Let F 1 = {A il :16i6t; 16l6m − h}. Then, by noting that x 1i ; x 2i ; : : : ; x k−1; i ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; v=2 }\ {0; v=g; 2v=g; : : : ; (g − 1)v=g} so that − v=2 6x ei − x fi 6 v=2 for 16e = f6k − 1 and 16i6t, it is readily checked, from the property of the h-regular ICDM(k; m), that
where M ={0; 1; : : : ; m − 1}\{0; m=h; 2m=h; : : : ; (h − 1)m=h}. Part 2: For each starter block B j ={0; a 1j +b 1j ·v; a 2j +b 2j ·v; : : : ; a k−1; j +b k−1; j ·v}∈B we take a starter block Therefore, the di erences arising from these starter blocks F 1 ∪F 2 cover each element in Z mv \{i · v=g: 06i6gm − 1} exactly once. This produces a gm-regular CP(k; 1; mv). Its m-perfectness can be checked straightforwardly. Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and Theorem 2.5.
Some results on incomplete di erence matrices
To utilize Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 we need more h-regular ICDM(k; m). Before describing our recursive constructions for h-regular ICDM(k; m), we ÿrst introduce the following auxiliary designs. For more detailed information on some of these related combinatorial structures, the reader is referred to [1, 6] .
A transversal design (TD) TD(k; n) is a triple (X; G; A), where X is a kn-set of points, G is a collection of n-subsets of X (called groups) which partition X, and A is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks), each meeting every group in exactly one point, such that any pair of points from distinct groups occurs in exactly one block of A. Thus, it follows that each block contains k points and there are totally n 2 blocks. It is well known that a TD(k; n) is equivalent to k − 2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) of order n, and a TD(k; n) having a parallel class is equivalent to k − 2 mutually orthogonal idempotent Latin squares (idempotent MOLS) of order n.
Di erence matrices have been investigated extensively, see for example [5] and the references therein. Here is one example. The following result is simple but very useful. Jimbo and Kuriki [12] proved that if both a CB(k; 1; v) with v ≡ 1 (mod k(k − 1)) and a TD(k + 1; k) exist, then so does a CDM(k; v). The following lemma can be regarded as a generalization of their result. For any base block A= {a i : 06i6k −1}∈F, deÿne a k ×(k(k −1)) array D A =(x ij ) over Z v as follows: x ij = a bij for 06i6k − 1 and 16j6k(k − 1). It is readily checked that the multi-set {x ij − x lj : 16j6k(k − 1)} of di erences arising from D A is equal to (A) for any 06i =l6k − 1. Proof. There exists a g-regular CP(4; 1; gn) for (g; n) = (12; 6); (8; 16); (24; 6) by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. For (g; n) = (24; 5); (24; 9); (6; 81), the existence of a g-regular CP(4; 1; gv) comes from Lemmas 3.9, 4.2 and 3.7 of Ge and Yin [10] . For the remaining cases, a g-regular CP(4; 1; gn) is constructed by listing the required base blocks over Z gn as follows:
(g; n)=(9; 9) : {0; Lemma 3.6. There exists a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n ) for any integer n¿3.
Proof. Use induction on n. When 36n66, there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n ) by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.2 (for n = 6). By Lemma 3.5 there are an 8-regular CP(4; 1; 128) and a 16-regular CP(4; 1; 256). Then there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n ) for n =7; 8 by Lemma 3.2 and 3.3. Suppose that there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 t ) for 36t6n, where n¿8. Now we are going to prove that there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n+1 ). From the hypothesis, we know that there are a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n−5 ) and a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n−3 ). By Theorem 2.6 there exists a 4 × 2 n−5 -regular CP(4; 1; 64 × 2 n−5 ). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 a 2-regular ICDM(4; 2 n+1 ) exists immediately.
We end this section with some more ICDMs and CDMs for later use.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a CDM(4; 3 n ) for n =3; 4; 5.
Proof. The existence of a CDM(4; 3 n ) for n =3; 4 is from Example 3.1 and Lemma 3.4 of Ge and Yin [10] . For n = 5, there exists a 27-regular CP(4; 1; 3 5 ) by Lemma 3.5. So, there is a CDM(4; 3 5 ) by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Lemma 3.8. There exists a 2-regular ICDM(4; m) for m =72; 162; 216.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 there exists a g-regular CP(4; 1; gn) for (g; n) = (12; 6); (18; 9); (24; 9). The conclusion then follows immediately from Lemmas 3.2-3.4.
New optimal (C; 4; 1)-OOCs
We ÿrst quote some known results as follows. Proof. Use induction on n. When n=1; 2; 3, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.5.
Suppose that there is a 24-or 72-regular CP(4; 1; 8 × 3 t ) for any positive integer t6n, where n¿3. We prove that there is also a 24-regular CP(4; 1; 8 × For the case n¿7, the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a 24-or 72-regular CP(4; 1; 32 × 3 n ) for any integer n¿2.
Proof. The conclusion follows for the case n = 2 from Lemma 3.5. Consider the case n= 3. By Lemma 3.4 there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 12). By Theorem 2.6 there is a 144-regular CP(4; 1; 12 × 72). By Lemma 3.5 there is a 24-regular CP(4; 1; 144). So, there exists a 24-regular CP(4; 1; 32 × 3 3 ) by Lemma 1.3.
Next consider the case when n= 4. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 there are a 9-regular CP(4; 1; 81), a 18-regular CP(4; 1; 162) and a 2-regular ICDM(4; 32). Applying Theorem 2.2 with g =9, v = 81, m= 32 and h = 2 we get a 288-regular CP(4; 1; 32×81). Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, a 24-regular CP(4; 1; 32 × 81) exists, where the existence of a 24-regular CP(4; 1; 288) comes from Lemma 3.5.
For the case n¿5, the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.7. There exists a 24-or 72-regular CP(4; 1; 64 × 3 n ) for any integer n¿3.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.8 there is a 2-regular ICDM(4; 8 × 3 t ) for t =1; 2; 3. By Theorem 2.6 there is a 12m-regular CP(4; 1; 72m) where m =8 × 3 t for t =1; 2; 3. By Lemma 4.6 there is a 24-or 72-regular CP(4; 1; 12m) where m =8 × 3 t for t =1; 2; 3. Hence there is a 24-or 72-regular CP(4; 1; 64 × 3 n ) for n =3; 4; 5 by Lemma 1.3. For n¿6, the proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.4. Proof. An optimal CP(4; 1; 24) comes from Lemma 5.10 of Yin [16] . By Lemma 3.5 there exists a g-regular CP(4; 1; v) for (g; v) = (12; 72); (24; 120). So, an optimal CP(4; 1; v) exists for v =72; 120 by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3.
For v = 360, start with a 12-regular CP(4; 1; 72) and apply Lemma 4.2 with m =5 to get a 60-regular CP(4; 1; 360). Applying Lemma 1.3 with the optimal CP(4; 1; 60) listed below, we obtain an optimal CP(4; 1; 360). {0; 1; 3; 7}; {0; 5; 13; 22}; {0; 10; 28; 39}; {0; 12; 26; 45}: Theorem 4.11. There exists an optimal CP(4; 1; 2 s 3 t p) for any integers s¿3, t¿4 and any positive integer p such that gcd(p; 6)=1.
